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What affects variation?

speechrate
higher speechrate leads to more phonetic reduction 

(Uhmann 1992, Smith 2002, Raymond et al. 2006)

number of phonological segments
more phonological segments lead to more phonetic reduction

(Lehiste 1972, Turk & Shattuck-Hufnagel 2000)

accentuation
accented units have longer durations 

(Turk & Sawusch 1996, de Jong 2004, Kunter 2011)
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What affects variation?

lexical frequency
more frequent units undergo more phonetic reduction

(Pluymaekers et al. 2005, Bell et al. 2009, Arnon & Cohen Priva 2013)

phonological neighborhood

more phonological neighbors lead to less reduction (distinctness)
(Wright 2004, Munson & Solomon 2004)
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What affects variation?

prosodic boundary strength
boundaries at higher prosodic domains, i.e. intonation 
phrase (IP) or prosodic utterance (U), affect durations of units closest    
to the boundary

(Turk & Shattuck-Hufnagel 2000, Turk & Shattuck-Hufnagel 2007, 
Bergmann 2017)

morphological boundary strength
units at weaker boundaries undergo more phonetic reduction than 
units at stronger boundaries

(Lehiste 1972, Sproat & Fujimura 1993, Kunter & Plag 2016)
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What affects variation?

1 corpus study

2 experimental studies

corpus study experiment 1 experiment 2

morphological 
embeddedness x

interaction

x

lexical bigram 
frequency x

constituent duration x x x

plosive reduction / 
plosive deletion x x
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What affects variation?

1 corpus study

2 experimental studies
production: reading tasks (U of Alberta)

English NNN compounds
healthcare law, corner drugstore
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Internal organization of NNN

LEFT-BRANCHING RIGHT-BRANCHING

[healthN1 careN2] lawN3 cornerN1 [drugN2 storeN3]

health care     law corner drug store

30745       224 6          1616

morphological 
embeddedness

lexical bigram 
frequency
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Experiment 1
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Data

[guestN1 accountN2] serviceN3 [accountN1 serviceN2] assistantN3

guestN1 [accountN2 serviceN3] accountN1 [serviceN2 assistantN3]

all N1N2/N2N3 bigram frequencies < 20 (COCA)
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Data

[guestN1 accountN2] serviceN3 [accountN1 serviceN2] assistantN3

guestN1 [accountN2 serviceN3] accountN1 [serviceN2 assistantN3]

reading task:

The service for accounts is installed for guests.

The guest account service makes their stay more   
comfortable.
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Data

[guestN1 accountN2] serviceN3 [accountN1 serviceN2] assistantN3

guestN1 [accountN2 serviceN3] accountN1 [serviceN2 assistantN3]

consonant sequences: nasal/fricative + PLOSIVE + fricative/nasal

(nts, ntf, stn, stm, ftn, ftm)
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Data

[guestN1 accountN2] serviceN3 [accountN1 serviceN2] assistantN3

guestN1 [accountN2 serviceN3] accountN1 [serviceN2 assistantN3]

Prediction 1: more plosive deletion within embedded compound
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Data

[guestN1 accountN2] serviceN3 [accountN1 serviceN2] assistantN3

guestN1 [accountN2 serviceN3] accountN1 [serviceN2 assistantN3]

Prediction 1: more plosive deletion within embedded compound

Prediction 2: less plosive deletion between embedded compound and free  
constituent
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Data

25 account service pairs in 4 conditions = 100 compounds per speaker

41 speakers of North American English

3680 NNN compounds
(excluded items: misreadings, pauses, sound quality…)

left = 1851 right = 1829
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Statistical analysis: plosive deletion

statistical analysis: glmer modelling

dependent variable: plosive deletion

central interaction: boundary * branching

predictors: frequencies of constituentplosive
bigram frequencies N1N2, N2N3
no. of phonological segments constituentplosive
no. of phonological segments compound
local speechrate
consonant sequence
pitch range
phonological neighborhood constituentplosive

random effect: speaker, constituent
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Statistical analysis: plosive deletion

statistical analysis: glmer modelling

dependent variable: plosive deletion

central interaction: boundary
branching

predictors: frequencies of constituentplosive
bigram frequencies N1N2, N2N3
no. of phonological segments constituentplosive
no. of phonological segments compound
local speechrate
consonant sequence
pitch range
phonological neighborhood constituentplosive

random effect: speaker, constituent
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Results: plosive deletion reference level: left-branching
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Results: plosive deletion reference level: ftm
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Results: plosive deletion

[guestN1 accountN2] serviceN3 [accountN1 serviceN2] assistantN3

guestN1 [accountN2 serviceN3] accountN1 [serviceN2 assistantN3]

Prediction 1: more plosive deletion within embedded compound

not confirmed.

Prediction 2: less plosive deletion between embedded compound and free  
constituent

not confirmed.
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Summary

boundary: no systematic plosive deletion

branching direction: more plosive deletion in right-branching NNN

consonant sequence: plosive deletion related to certain consonant clusters

effect of morphological embeddedness?
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Summary

boundary: no systematic plosive deletion

branching direction: more plosive deletion in right-branching NNN

consonant sequence: plosive deletion related to certain consonant clusters

effect of morphological embeddedness? No.
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Experiment 2
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Data

[talentN1 searchN2] reportN3 soccerN1 [talentN2 searchN3]

[eventN1 finderN2] serviceN3 concertN1 [eventN2 finderN3]
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Data

[talentN1 searchN2] reportN3 soccerN1 [talentN2 searchN3]

[eventN1 finderN2] serviceN3 concertN1 [eventN2 finderN3]

branching direction bigram frequency
affected by

915 3

1 4

3 915

5 1
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Data

[talentN1 searchN2] reportN3 soccerN1 [talentN2 searchN3] 

[eventN1 finderN2] serviceN3 concertN1 [eventN2 finderN3]

branching direction bigram frequency
affected by

915 3

1 4

3 915

5 1
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Data

[talentN1 searchN2] reportN3 soccerN1 [talentN2 searchN3] 

[eventN1 finderN2] serviceN3 concertN1 [eventN2 finderN3]

reading task:

They talk about the talent search report again.
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Data

[talentN1 searchN2] reportN3 soccerN1 [talentN2 searchN3] 

[eventN1 finderN2] serviceN3 concertN1 [eventN2 finderN3]

reading task:

They talk about event finder service again.
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Data

[talentN1 searchN2] reportN3 soccerN1 [talentN2 searchN3] 

[eventN1 finderN2] serviceN3 concertN1 [eventN2 finderN3]

consonant sequences: nasal/fricative + PLOSIVE + fricative/nasal

(ftn, ndf, nds, ntf, nts, stn)

915 3

1 4

3 915

5 1
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Data

[talentN1 searchN2] reportN3 soccerN1 [talentN2 searchN3] 

[eventN1 finderN2] serviceN3 concertN1 [eventN2 finderN3]

Prediction 1: more plosive deletion in high-frequent bigrams
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Data

[talentN1 searchN2] reportN3 soccerN1 [talentN2 searchN3] 

[eventN1 finderN2] serviceN3 concertN1 [eventN2 finderN3]

Prediction 1: more plosive deletion in high-frequent bigrams

Prediction 2: less plosive deletion in low-frequent bigrams
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Data

10 talent search / event finder pairs in 2 conditions = 40 compounds per 
speaker

43 speakers of North American English

1172 NNN compounds
(excluded items: misreadings, pauses, sound quality…)

high-frequent = 754 low-frequent = 769
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Statistical analysis: plosive deletion

statistical analysis: glmer modelling

dependent variable: plosive deletion

predictors: frequency condition (high-frequent / low-frequent)
position of bigram in NNN
frequencies of constituentplosive
bigram frequencies N1N2, N2N3
no. of phonological segments constituentplosive
no. of phonological segments compound
local speechrate
consonant sequence
pitch range
phonological neighborhood constituentplosive

random effect: speaker, constituent
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Statistical analysis: plosive deletion

statistical analysis: glmer modelling

dependent variable: plosive deletion

predictors: frequency condition (high-frequent / low-frequent)
position of bigram in NNN
frequencies of constituentplosive
bigram frequencies N1N2, N2N3
no. of phonological segments constituentplosive
no. of phonological segments compound
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consonant sequence
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Results: plosive deletion reference level: ftn
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Results: plosive deletion
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Results: plosive deletion

[talentN1 searchN2] reportN3 soccerN1 [talentN2 searchN3] 

[eventN1 finderN2] serviceN3 concertN1 [eventN2 finderN3]

Prediction 1: more plosive deletion in high-frequent bigrams

not confirmed.

Prediction 2: less plosive deletion in low-frequent bigrams

not confirmed.
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Summary

frequency: as much plosive deletion in high-frequent as in low-frequent 
bigrams

consonant sequence: plosive deletion related to certain consonant clusters

phonological neighborhood: the more neighbors, the less plosive deletion

effect of bigram frequency?
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Summary

frequency: as much plosive deletion in high-frequent as in low-frequent 
bigrams

consonant sequence: plosive deletion related to certain consonant clusters

phonological neighborhood: the more neighbors, the less plosive deletion

effect of bigram frequency? No.
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Rating of branching 
(preliminary analysis!)
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Rating 

online experiment: rating task

students from University of Alberta

220 NNN compounds in their original carrier sentences

 100 in context sentences (experiment 1)

 40 in carrier sentences (experiment 2)

 80 in context sentences (yet another reading task…)

HANDLE WITH CARE, PRELIMINARY RESULTS!
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Is branching really branching?

experiment 1 assumed:

native speaker judgment:

experiment 2 assumed:

native speaker judgment:

experiment 2 assumed:

native speaker judgment:

left = 1851 right = 1829

left = 3052 right = 628

left = 385 right = 369

left = 650 right = 104
high-frequent bigrams

left = 384 right = 385

left = 538 right = 231
low-frequent bigrams
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Thank you, Ben Tucker,

for having me in Edmonton and support during the 
experiments!

Thank you, Ingo Plag,

for supporting this dissertation project (in many ways)!

Thank you all for listening!
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Exp. 1 Exp. 2
[guestN1 accountN2] serviceN3

[accountN1 serviceN2] assistantN3

guestN1 [accountN2 serviceN3]

accountN1 [serviceN2 assistantN3]

Prediction 1: more plosive deletion within      
embedded compound

not confirmed.

Prediction 2: less plosive deletion between   
embedded compound and free    
constituent

not confirmed.

[talentN1 searchN2] reportN3

soccerN1 [talentN2 searchN3] 

[eventN1 finderN2] serviceN3

concertN1 [eventN2 finderN3]

Prediction 1: more plosive deletion in high-frequent   
bigrams

not confirmed.

Prediction 2: less plosive deletion in low-frequent 
bigrams

not confirmed.
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Appendix
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Results Exp1: 
plosive deletion by boundary
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Results Exp1: 
plosive deletion by boundary * branching
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Results Exp2: 
plosive deletion by frequency condition
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